"I HAD BEEN BRANDED
by another man's hands."
I had only been working as a nurse for 9 months, & I was assigned to a patient from the
ER–a drunken, 6 ft., 250 lb. man. While admitting him, he began to make sexually
explicit comments and I decided to let him get some sleep while I checked on other
patients. He needed to use the bathroom first, so I helped him stand up, and he grabbed
me by both arms and threw me into the wall. He pinned me there and started punching
me. Luckily he got off balance and I was able to call for help and run away. We had him
arrested on site, but the jail was full so he was given a citation and was released.
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He left me with a strained neck & back, some bruising, and a lifetime of anxiety. The
night afterward I walked by a mirror and something on my arm caught my eye. I found
dark, fingershaped bruises around my arms. I had been branded by another man’s
hands. I couldn't sleep for weeks. I was constantly on edge; my heart would race for
seemingly no reason. I would get home from work and be scared to leave my car &
walk to my door because it occurred to me that he could be my neighbor. I felt like I
couldn't do anything or go anywhere but at the same time felt like I had to be constantly
moving, because if I was distracted then at least I wasn't thinking about it.
The worst part was how I felt at work. I was able to show up, do my assessments, pass
my meds, and that’s it. I stopped asking my patients about their lives; honestly, I barely
spoke to them at all. One day, a patient refused a pill and I had to run to another room
to breathe and gather myself because my body was perceiving a much greater conflict
than just “I don't want my metoprolol tonight”. I treated all of my patients with a new
distance and a level of coldness because suddenly these people weren't
sickthey were a threat. I felt like a horrible person and a horrible nurse
but I couldn't muster the strength to change it. I couldn't do the one thing
that is at the very center of our profession. I no longer had the energy to
care. I was numb.
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